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SUMMARY

The quasi-otpical grill has been considered as a convenient system to launch Lower
Hybrid Waves in a reactor-like plasma. In recent years, efforts to study the
capability and the efficiency of this launcher have been done in Europe with the
intent to test it in a large experimental device. Even if this test is still missing, a wide
analysis of different schemes of such a launcher is now available in the literature.
This report is devoted to critically review this theoretical analysis and consequently
to assess the convenience of using quasi-optical grill in future Tokamaks

LOWER HYBRID, RADIOFREQUENCY /WAVES IN PLASMAS, TOKAMAKS

RIASSUNTO

L'antenna "quasi-optical grill" e stata considerata come un sistema conveniente
per lanciare onde "Lower Hybrid" in un plasma reattoristico. Negli anni recenti lo
studio della capacita e deU'efficienza di questo lanciatore ha costituito in Europa
uno sforzo di ricerca mirato a una prova da fare su un grande apparato sperimentale.
Sebbene questo esperimento non e stato ancora effettuato,un'ampia analisi di
differenti schemi di questo lanciatore e disponibile nella letteratura. Questo rapporto
e dedicato a nportare criticamente quest'analisi teorica e di conseguenza a valutare
la convenienza di usare queste antenne quasi ottiche in futuri Tokamaks.
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GENERAL ASSESSMENT ON THE CAPABILITY
OF QUASI-OPTICAL GRILL TO LAUNCH LOWER
HYBRIDWAVES IN ITER PLASMA - UE Contribution

l-INTRODUCTION

Lower hybrid waves (LHW) are a valid alternative for plasma heating and the best demonstrated
method to drive current in a Tokamak even in region of moderate electron temperatures. It might
be an indispensable tool to reach the ultimate goals of Next-Step devices as ITER.

The classical grill launcher benefits from an extensive experimental database, but concerns were
expressed about its ability to withstand the conditions of the reactor first wall environment. A
number of new concepts and improvements have been developed with the aim to simplify the
launching structure and the transmission line and to increase its robustness. In this context, the
active passive launcher proposed for ITER [1] have to be considered as the most promising
solution to fit new concepts with the classical well experienced multi-junction grill.

The Quasi-Optical Grill (QOG) proposed first in ref. [2] is a completely new concept that in
principle could overcome some identified weakness of conventional launchers as robustness and
cooling capability. The coupling of the RF power to slow waves propagating in plasmas is
obtained by diffraction of an incident wave on a grating made by an array of rods. The wave has
an incidence angle 8 with the perpendicular to the grating and the N||m wave index along the
static magnetic field corresponding to the diffracted order m in the excited spectrum is given by

N||m = sin 6 + 2n m/kd (1)

where k is the vacuum wave number for the chosen frequency and d the spatial step of the
grating structure which in the best cases is given by kd = 2^-3. Note that the spatial step of a
classical phased array is kd <1. The larger period and the wide thickness of the grating elements
make a QOG launcher more massive and robust than a conventional one. This is shown in



Report F in Appendix 1, where fig. 1.1 represents a comparison of a conventional Launcher
with a typical QOG structure, both capable of launching the same N|| spectrum for the same
frequency. A typical spectrum is shown in fig. 2.2 of the same report.

In this spectrum, the m=0 order of eq. (1) is reflected back by the plasma since N||0 < 1.
Moreover due to kd =2-^3, the maximum power must be coupled to the m = -1 order if 9 >0 in
order to radiate slow waves with IN|| _il =2. In general, the latter is a convenient value for
Current Drive (CD) operations with good directivity.

In order to filter the other diffracted orders to improve the directivity, a vacuum gap of width L is
necessary between the rod array and the plasma boundary. Indeed, the evanescence of the m
order is given by

exp(-XmkL) (2)

with xm2 = N| |m
2 - 1.

In this way the high N|| orders are mostly attenuated in the evanescent zone, and the directivity,
which is proportional to the fraction of the power coupled in the -1 order, is improved.
Nevertheless, since the latter order has to tunnel across the vacuum zone too, the net coupled
power is quite poor and a second layer (as a second rod array) is necessary in the back of the
first one. In this way a cavity is created which can be properly tuned to enhance power
transmission to the plasma.

In the original proposal of ref. [2], the model considered was an infinite grill along the toroidal
plasma direction (along the B- field).

In the more recent studies reported here the finite toroidal extent of the grill has been introduced
(the number of elements is finite) both for the case of a single layer and for the two layer cavity.

The shape and the geometry of this cavity and of the layer elements as well as the way how RF
power is fed into the system constitute the main differences among the various proposal of QOG
which are described in the followings.

2-THE SYSTEMS PROPOSED IN EUROPE

Three main laboratories have studied QOG structures for LH wave launching into Tokamak
plasmas.

In Frascati (ENEA-Euratom Association), where advanced numerical calculations have been
performed in the framework of a collaboration of ENEA-Frascati with the Rome University "La
Sapienza" (Dipartimento di Ingegneria Elettronica), a code has been developed to describe the
launching capability of systems made of two finite layers of circular elements. By using circular
rods, several scheme of QOG have been studied and optimised. The RF power feeding these
systems is in the form of a plane wave in a first series of proposals and of a Gaussian beam in the
second one. Report F is describing in detail the work done.

In Cadarache (CEA-Euratom Association), two modelling methods have been used to study



QOG configurations. The first is a simple analysis on the basis of the equivalent circuit technique
of an array of elongated strips. The second is based on a numerical code capable to treat any
shape of the grating elements by using the finite element technique. The latter has been developed
in a collaboration of CEA-Cadarache with the centre CMAP of the Ecole Polytechique.
Configurations like the ones proposed by Frascati and Prague have been verified and extended.
In particular, a very particular shape of the sector facing the plasma of each element have been
found in the best coupling conditions. Report C is resuming the work made in Cadarache.

In IPP - Prague University, a single or double layer grill have been considered as the terminal
part of an oversized waveguide or a hyperguide. A method of analysis based on the waveguide
technique has been used to evaluate the coupling capability of such systems. In general, very
long grating elements characterise these proposals which are more similar to the well known
waveguide arrays but are using the diffracted part of the spectrum to feed power to plasma
waves. Report P is devoted to a detailed description of the work made in Prague.

3-COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED SCHEMES FOR QOG

The proposals studied and developed as indicated above can be grouped in three principal
schemes:

1-The two-layer system illuminated by an oblique plane wave as introduced originally in the
Russian paper, further developed in Frascati and Rome University and checked in Cadarache-
Ecole Polytechique.

2-The two layer trap made by a grating and a back-wall, and illuminated at one end by a
Gaussian beam, as proposed by Frascati and Rome University.

3-The single (or not necessarily double) layer QOG with very elongated elements, apparently
similar to a waveguide array, placed at the very end of a large oversized guide or a hyperguide.
This is fed again by a phased array on the back side while a second hyperguide is necessary for
the reflected power. This is the proposal of the Prague group which appears closer to the
conventional grills than the previous proposals.

Scheme 1 has the advantage that in principle the cavity between the two layers can be very well
tuned by adjusting their distance or the incident wave angle. The calculations indicates that almost
all RF power can be coupled when this tuning is reached. Good directivity (= 75-80%) and
almost zero reflection are very attractive features of this configuration.

Nevertheless, the resonance of the cavity is very narrow and its conditions are reached very
critically: any minor deviations from the resonant values of the main parameters of the grill cause
a sharp worsening of the reflection coefficient.

Moreover, the maximum field in the cavity is high almost 5 to 7 times the value of the incident
field. Consequently, the RF power per area of the grill has to be lowered in order to avoid
discharges and multipactor effects.

These theoretical predictions have not been tested yet in an experiment which up to now was not
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possible to perform adequately since a large machine is needed to satisfy the quasi-optical
hypothesis. In particular the approximation of a section of a plane wave as RF source feeding the
QOG may be critical since the typical wavelengths are shorter but not too much than the
extension of the system itself.

Scheme 2 has the great advantage to use a Gaussian beam illuminating the system. This scheme
is useful when higher frequency can be used as in the case of UER where frequency can range
from 5 to 8 GHz. The use of a Gaussian beam simplifies considerably the feeding system and the
transmission lines. The QOG itself is only a toroidally long cavity but quite narrow in the radial
direction. This aspect allows to fill most of the space in the back of the cavity itself with screens
or cooling pipes or other not RF systems. Of course, the spread in the beam spectrum does not
impose strict conditions to tune the cavity as in the previous case. Resonances are here much less
critical.

Nevertheless, this advantage is paid by a finite value (= 20%) of the reflection coefficient . An
optimised figure for this reflection in very well defined conditions is as low as 15%.

Scheme 3 The first aspect of this scheme is the evident similarity with the conventional
launchers as multi-junctions or active-passive grills. Thus, the complexity of this proposal is
higher than the one of the previous schemes. In this scheme the low efficiency of a single row
of rods is overcome by using very elongated elements which have a resonant length of the cross-
section in the radial direction equal to integer multiple of half wavelength. So the structure is
formed by a set of tuned open cavities (gaps between rods). This characterizes the Prague
proposal with respect the previous schemes where the two rows of rods form Fabry-Perrot
resonator. A second row of rods (if any) servers in this case only to redirect reflected power
back to the plasma. The system is thus not too very sensitive to precise adjustment of the inter-
row distance and the maximum electric field between rods is still only 4 times higher than the
field of the incident wave. The launching structure has a modular form and each section is
immersed in one large hyperguide. A small structure of this type having only 6 rods and working
at 9.3 GHz was successfully tested experimentally on CASTOR tokamak in Prague [3]. A
proposal of QOG launcher for ITER operating at 5 GHz appears to meet all requirements of
reactor regime and its performance is comparable to that of active-passive launcher [1]. Such a
QOG concept was proposed for ITER in Ref. [4].

4-CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

In conclusion, the main advantages offered by the new quasi optical grill concept are:

* A more massive aspect of the whole structure helps for neutron shielding problem and for
water cooling of the system.

* The overall complexity of the system and of the feeding lines appears acceptable.

* Realisation and replacing capability in a reactor could be easy.

* The shape of the array in front of the plasma can be optimised for erosion problems
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* a vacuum depth between the plasma and the radiating array is necessary to improve
directivity. In this zone the high N|| peaks of the spectrum are also quenched and thus, the
problem of the acceleration of electrons in the near field of the antenna could be solved.

Critical aspects are:

** The strong variation of the performance with the angle of incidence and with the separation
distance between the two layers. This is not true for a Gaussian beam feeding but in this case the
best performance itself is already lower.

** The resonance cavity characteristic of the QOG scheme implies high RF fields in the
internal region as well as in front of the plasma. A reduction of the total coupled power per front
area has to be reduced adequately.

** A critical issue present in all the proposed QOG scheme is the very critical dependence of
the grill performance on the vacuum distance between the front array and the plasma. The
variation of the latter changes dramatically not only the reflection of the grill but also the
directivity. This aspect which is a serious problem for all the LH wave launchers is not solved by
a QOG scheme. If plasma formation technique will be available, by gas puffing near the grill or
by other means conceived to retract the conventional launchers from the plasma surface, a similar
benefit could help also the application of QOG to reactor plasmas. This is true only if a proper
vaccum layer can be left in front of the grill by lateral wings or other means, since its thickness
determines the directivity of the launcher.

As a conclusion, the main disadvantage of the QOG as an applicable launcher to future devices, is
that the coupling properties changes too dramatically with different parameters. No conclusive
tests were possible up to now since it is very difficult to perform an experiment in a large
machine and in particular to diagnose the results.

In this respect, many questions remain open which could be answered by an appropriate
experiment.

We can list hereafter the problems still open

** For the case of a plane wave, the edge effects of the feeding waveguide are not negligible if
the wavelength is not much smaller than the system size.

** For the Gaussian beam case, to radiate on a large array, oversized corrugated waveguides
must be developed as well as the necessary network and the converter to feed the latter
waveguide must be studied.

** Due to the reflections, circulating power can lead to resonance phenomena not considered
in the analysed models.

** Poloidal and toroidal shape of the geometry implies a not plane shaping of the gratings. A
cylindrical wave must be excited to illuminating such a structure.

** The poloidal extension of the rods in the QOG is supposed to be larger than the
wavelength. If this condition is not adequately satisfied or / and the plasma density in front of the
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grill suffers of anisotropy in the poloidal direction, the electric wave field is not poloidally
symmetric and the grill performance has to be reconsidered.

** Finally, even if an experiment were performed, the whole diagnosis of a QOG launcher and
the magnitude of the local fields will be hard to obtain.
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APPENDIX 1

Report F

QOG Assessment - Frascati

F. Santini

(with comments from G. Mazzitelli and G. Schettini)

Associazione Euratom-ENEA sulla Fusione, Centro Ricerche Frascati,
C.P.65 - 00044 Frascati, Rome, Italy

Content: This report is reviewing the results of the research made in the Frascati Association
in collaboration with other laboratories. The wide spectrum of schemes and configurations of
QOG launchers studied in the recent years is not reported completely, but only the most
promising proposals are quoted and their consequent optimisation is described.

The theoretical models are described in sect. 1. QOG structures for plane wave sources are
discussed in sect. 2 , while the ones for a Gaussian Beam source is presented in sect. 3 .
Conclusive remarks are in each section.

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE USED MODELS

A quasi-optical grill (QOG) is a new concept of launcher of slow waves in plasmas which could
replace the standard waveguide array today used. The convenience consists in reducing the
complexity of the latter array since the QOG is a robust structure easy to be cooled thus suitable
for a ITER like reactor. In fig. 1.1 a comparison of a conventional launcher with a typical QOG
structure is made, both capable of launching the same Nu spectrum for the same frequency.

The main peak in the spectrum launched by a QOG structure and useful for LH wave launching
correspond to the diffracted order m=-l (for the incident angle 9 > 0). The parallel refractive
index of the m th diffracted order being given by the relation

N\\m=sme + 27mlkd (1)

where k is the vacuum wave number for the chosen frequency and d the spatial step of the
grating structure.

The original suggestion of a QOG (by M.I. Petelin and E.V. Suvorov) has been extended and
further studied at Frascati (ENEA) where advanced numerical calculations have been performed
in the framework of a collaboration of ENEA-Frascati with the Rome University "La Sapienza"
(Dipartimento di Ingegneria Elettronica), by developing a code to describe the QOG launching
capability [1.1]. This code allows to study the optimisation of a launching structure as several
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classical grill

quasi-optical grill

Fig.].I Equivalent LH wave launchers at the same frequency: a classical waveguide array
giving a spectrum peaked at n\\ = 2 for A(j) = 120° and a quasi-optical grill with incident wave
angle of 45° capable to launch the same spectrum.

parameters are varied, as spatial step, incident wave angle, grill-plasma distance, dimensions
and shapes.

This numerical tool is based on a full wave model describing the diffraction of a plane wave by
a given number of circular section rods of infinite extension in the poloidal direction and
arbitrarily placed close to a plasma. The linear polarisation with the magnetic vector parallel to
the cylinders' axes (H-polarisation) has been chosen since it describes properly the launching of
Lower Hybrid waves. The two-dimensional problem has been solved by using the plane wave
expansion of cylindrical functions both for the incident and reflected fields. In this way any
structure consisting of cylindrical rods and facing a plasma can be analysed and results
concerning reflection, directivity, local field strength, etc. are obtained in reasonable
computational time [1.2].

This code has also been implemented to treat the case of an incident Gaussian beam [1.3]. The
scattering of incident fields having a rather general structure can be analysed by extending the
previous formulation to the case of a superposition of plane waves. The composition of such
plane waves describes the incident Gaussian beam characterised by a given waist at a given
location with respect to the launching structure and the plasma surface.
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2. ANALYSIS AND OPTIMISATION OF QOG STRUCTURE FOR PLANE
WAVES

Early investigations concerned the launching capability of a plasma facing grill for the case of a
section of plane wave incoming obliquely on the back-side of the QOG structure [1.1].

The first studied configuration consisted in a single layer of elongated elements acting as a
diffractive grating and facing an infinite plasma surface. The latter is assumed located where the
plasma density rises step-like to a value n0 > net, the cutoff density [2.1]. The elongation of
each element is obtained by a composition of cylinders each tangent to the next one. In fig. 2.1
it is shown that an elongation of 2 gives better coupling than a larger one.The elements can be
oriented by an angle a with respect to the axis orthogonal to the plasma. This angle may differ
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Fig. 2.2 A typical power spectrum launched by a tuned QOG made of two layers.
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Fig. 2.3 Comparison of three QOG scheme showing the convenience of a lateral cavity with a
reflector for: first rod angle a = +25°, incidence angle Q= - 25°, slot width s of the grating part
of the second layer given by ks=0.45 (k = vacuum wave number) . Other parameters are: first
layer elements with elongation =2, kaj = 0.8 (a] = radius of the first layer cylinders), kd= 2.6
(d = spatial step of the front grating), kD=3.45 (D being the two layer distance), kL=0.3
(L being the plasma to first layer distance) and the total number of first layer elements =35.
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from the angle 0 of the incident plane wave. A convenient orientation of the rods has been
found for a opposite to the incidence angle 6. This result could be related to the main diffracted
peak of order +1 (shown in fig. 2.2 and useful for LH wave coupling) which must be in
opposite direction with respect to the incident zero order component of the excited spectrum (for
6< 0) in order to satisfy eq. (1) with Nn > 1.

The analysis of the single layer structure have shown that, in general, a transmission T to the
plasma better than 25% cannot been obtained. In order to improve this performance, a
launching system consisting of two parallel layers have been analysed [2.1]. The structure of
the second layer is analysed in fig. 2.3, where a comparison is made between two cases. The
first regards a second layer made of a full grating of circular elements with slots in between. In
the second case it is made by a similar grating for half of its length and by a reflecting wall for
the other half. By properly tuning the distance between the two layers the second system shows
a transmission coefficient much higher (close to 100%).

The optimisation made for this double system [2.2] concerns also the first rod angle a = +25°
for the incidence 6 ~ - 25° and an optimum slot width s of the grating part of the second layer
given by ks ~ 0.45 (k = vacuum wave number) . Other parameters were: first layer elements
with elongation =2, kaj = 0.8 (ai = radius of the first layer cylinders), kd= 2.6 (d = spatial
step of the front grating), kD=3.45 (D being the two layer distance), kL=0.3 (L being the
plasma to first layer distance) and the total number of first layer elements =35.

The reflection of this QOG system versus the edge plasma density (no/net) is shown in fig. 2.4.
The coupled spectrum of fig. 2.2 shows that only the diffracted peaks (m > 0) are penetrating
the plasma and the ratio between the -1 and the +1 orders determines the main QOG directivity.

kD = 3.47 kL = 0.3
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S- 15
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\ /

I 1 ^ t s — 1 1
1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4
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Fig. 2.4 Sensibility of the QOG performance to the density at the plasma edge simulated by a
step above the cut-off.
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An other important feature to note is that the variation of the plasma distance L from first layer
influences considerably the coupling capability of the grill. This is shown in fig. 2.5 where
directivity and reflection coefficient are drawn versus the layer separation D for different values
kL. In particular it has been noted that the cavity between the two layers is tuned (thus reflection
is minimum) for values of D which depend on the plasma distance L according to the law D+L
= constant [2.2].The field in this cavity is shown in fig. 2.6 where the two maxima of the E-
field strength along a radial line up to the plasma (where x=0) indicate that the tuning
correspond to a n = 2 cavity mode. The first maximum is at the slot entrance. Tuning at
n = 3 or higher modes are also possible but with less efficiency of the full system. For the
same structure of fig. 2.6, the behaviour of the E strength along z is shown for kx = -4 in fig.
2.7 (z being an axis along the toroidal direction and x the one along the minor radious).
Here the E-field is normalised to the value of the incident field Ein.

The most critical part of the structure is between the elements of the first layer where in general
the field is very high (a peak up to a value of 7 is shown in fig. 2.6) [2.2]. In this region an
average value of 4 for the normalised maximum field can be assumed reasonably, thus the
incident specific power (simply expressed in the plane wave approximation) can be determined
by the relation:

where units are in kW/cm2 and kV/cm. Therefore, if E ^ has not to exceed 5 kV/cm in order
to avoid arching or multipactor effects, the power per area has to be limited by: Psp < 2 kW/cm2.
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Fig. 2.6 Ratio of the magnitude of the local RF electric field to the one of the incident wave
field plotted along the line across two grating elements shown in the figure.
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Fig. 2.8 A scheme of a full QOG structure fed by a plane wave section which was conceived as
suitable for Tore Supra.
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The double layer grill with 50% reflector described here has been analysed for a possible
application in Tore Supra at a frequency of 8 GHz. A typical scheme of this structure is shown
if fig. 2.8 where the trunk of a plane wave is approximately obtained by a wide beam deflected
by proper mirrors. The advantage of this structure is the possibility of tuning the cavity between
the two layers in order to reach almost full transmission to the plasma. In this resonant-like
cavity the values of the RF electric field are somewhat higher than the field of the incident wave
and in turn this fact imposes a limit to the launched specific power. Other disadvantages are the
critical dependence of the good coupling and directivity on the dimensioning of the resonating
structure itself and on the plasma to grill-mouth distance, a feature which is common to all the
launching antennas based on diffraction.

3. QOG STRUCTURE ANALYSIS FOR A GAUSSIAN BEAM.

By using the version of the coupling code developed to feed a QOG structure by a Gaussian
beam, the schemes of launchers previously described in sect. 2 have been analysed [1.3]. Due
to the spread of beam itself the results show a general trend, namely the shape of the reflection
well at the resonance is much shallow and the minimum value when the structure is tuned
cannot be less than 14%. Moreover, the diffractive effect of the second layer is no more
necessary while it becomes useful as a back reflector only. The front grating is not modified.

Therefore, the configuration of a double layer QOG for a Gaussian incident beam takes the
aspect of a long cavity trap with the beam incoming from one end. This is shown in fig. 3.1 for
the case where the end opposite to the beam is terminated by a second metallic wall orthogonal
to the plasma [3.1].

The optimisation of this launcher concerns mainly the dimensioning of the structure, the
position of the beam waist plane and the plasma distance [3.2]. When the number of elements in
the front grating is larger than 30 the QOG performance tends to saturate, thus in what follows

X .,

z plasma
-*

IIMMMMMIMMMMIMH

Fig. 3.1 The QOG system considered for a Gaussian beam incident obliquely at one end.
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the length of the grill is taken to correspond to a grating 40 elements. In fig. 3.2 the behaviour
of reflection and directivity is shown as the two layer distance is varied on a wide range. The
second resonance at kE>3 = 10.8 corresponds to a better coupling. Other parameters are here:
front elements dimensions 1.7 cm x 3.4 cm and orientation a = 0, grating step kd = 2.6,
beam waist kwo = 6.25, beam position kx0 = -5, kz0 = 40, aperture in the reflector kE>i = 14,
plasma to grill-mouth distance kL = 0.25, incidence angle 6 = -45°. Figs 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 show
again reflection and directivity for the same parameters but varying respectively the waist
magnitude kw0, the position along the beam axis k^o > and the one across the beam axis k^o •
In all the previous analysis the best value of the reflection is = 14 % while a directivity close to
80% has also been obtained.
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.-.
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directivity
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Fig. 3.2 Coupling parameters for the launcher of Fig. 3.1 versus the width of the cavity. The
reference parameters are: beam position given by ICXQ = -5 and kzo = 39.9; beam size kwg = 6.25
and incidence at 6= -45°. Further quantities are kDj = 14, kD2 = 136 a= 0, ka=0.85, kL = 0.25,
kd=2.6, no = 2nc
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Fig. 3.3 Coupling parameters for the launcher of Fig. 3.1 versus the spot size kwg
and QOC parameters are the reference ones of Fig.3.2 except for kD2 = 108.8 and

The beam
= 10.8
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I I I I I I I

Fig.3.4 Coupling parameters versus the variation of waist position along the beam axis
direction.
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Fig.3.5 Coupling parameters versus the variation of the position of the waist centre across the
beam axis direction.

Fig. 3.6 Ratio of the magnitude of the local RF electric field to the one of the incident wave field
plotted along a longitudinal line along the z-axis positioned at the plasma boundary
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Fig.3.7 Ratio of the magnitude of the local RF electric field to the one of the incident wave field
plotted along a longitudinal lin positioned at kx = -1.1

The behaviour of the electric field strength (again normalised to the value of the incident field) is
shown along the toroidal z-axis at the plasma boundary in fig. 3.6 and at a distance kx = 1.1
from the plasma fig. 3.7. The maximum value of = 4 shown here, suggests arguments and
evaluations similar to those given in sect. 2 for what regards the power per area which these
structure can couple to the plasma [3.2].

In conclusion, the QOG couplers described here are not much different from the ones of the
previous section but their relevant feature is the presence of a Gaussian beam as an incident RF
source. The nature of the beam itself make the sensibility of the coupling capability to the
dimensions of the grill much less critical and the resonance curves more shallow. This
advantage is paid by a power transmission to plasma which reaches = 85% in the best tuning
condition. A figure which has to be compared with the almost 100% transmission obtained in
principle for the case of an incident plane wave in sect.2.
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APPENDIX 2
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Content: 1. Introduction
2. Studies done on this subject by the CEA
3. Conclusion

1. INTRODUCTION

For next step machine, in order to drive a non negligible part of the current by using Lower
Hybrid Wave, the amount of necessary injected power P is tens of MW. Due to the limit of
power density dP which is in the range of 25 to 35 MW/m2 at 3.7 GHz (this factor depends on f
the frequency), the total amount of waveguides in front of the plasma if the working mode is the
TE10 mode is a few thousands.

The idea proposed by [1] to improve the concept of Lower Hybrid Wave antenna is to use the
diffraction of a plane wave by rod array. The N//n index of the diffracted order n is then given
by:

N//„= since +n *
KQa

with a being the angle of incidence measured from the perpendicular to the grating, d the
distance between rods, k,, the wave number of the plane wave. The n = 0 order is reflected by
the plasma since | N//o I < 1, and the maximum power must be coupled to the n = -1 diffraction
order in the case where | N/M | > 1 in order to radiate a spectrum with a good directivity. The
advantage also is that the geometric period is larger than in classical antenna 3X/8 compared to
A/8 ( A. the vacuum wavelength ). In order to filter other diffraction orders, a width of vacuum L
is necessary between the rod array and the plasma. The evanescence of the order n is then given
by
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-k±L
e

with

k± = N± Jco and

It has early been shown that one grating array was not sufficient to couple enough power to the
n = -1 order. To improve it, a second rod array is necessary for tuning purpose, the distance
between the 2 rod arrays is called D.

The coupling properties and the radiated spectrum depend on all the previous parameters and
also on :

- the electron plasma density. In some model a step of density is considered, on other an
electron density gradient is added.

- the shape of the rods : it can be cylinders, rectangular or more exotic one.

2. STUDIES DONE ON THIS SUBJECT BY THE CEA

Two different models have been considered:

- a simplified model were the arrays are made of strips,

a model using finite element technique from CMAP (Ecole Polytechnique).

2-l.Models

2-1-a) Array of strips

The analytic calculation of the strips is done using equivalent circuit technique. The arrays are
supposed infinite in the vertical and the parallel direction to the toroidal magnetic field (figure
1). The strips are infinitely thin in the perpendicular direction. Their effect is to present a
susceptance between the incident wave and the plasma impedance.

The effect of the plasma is studied by using the relation of the plasma admittance in two cases
with a step of electron density, and with a step followed by an electron density gradient. In this
case only the coupling to the slow wave is considered.

In the case of a step of electron density the plasma impedance normalized to the vacuum
impedance is given for each diffraction order by:
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Strip grating
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Pn _

with n0 and nc the electron density at the plasma antenna interface and the cutoff electron
density.

The transmission to the plasma of each diffraction order n of characteristic impedance Zcn is
given by tn :

= 1 with
Zpn

2-1-b) Model from CMAP

The code is done using the solution of Helmoltz equation by finite element. The considered
arrays are supposed infinite also in the vertical and parallel direction. The solution of the field
and of the current is computed on one cell. The shape of the rod can be changed easily.
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In the entrance of the vacuum part on one side and on the output of the plasma part on the other
side of the cell the TM and TE wave are considered with a dependency in

with the wavenumber k//n and k±n following the dispersion equation in the vacuum or in the
plasma.

Inside the volume of the cell, on each point i of the mesh of coordinate r^ the fields are defined
by the function exp ( i k sin a r ;).

The amplitude of the fields on each point of the mesh are then computed using the variational
expressions of the Maxwell equations.

The plasma is considered by using its dielectric tensor in the cold plasma hypothesis. A step or
a succession of 2 electron density gradients are envisaged.

2-2 - Results

2-2-a) Array of strips

The coefficient T., which gives the amount of power in the diffraction order n=-l is defined by
the relation:

0

ka
1.4

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.2

W°)J
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

\

I

kL

• ^ !

1.2 1.4

11/.
... Strips 2 ra ' in£

— Rods grating

1.6 1-8 2

Fig. 2 Level curves of the efficiency T.,in the (ka, kL) plane for: a=45°, kd=2.9, n,/nc=2
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9-5 10 10J 11 1L.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14

Fig. 3 Plot of the efficiency T_, versus density gradient for ka=0.8, kd=2.9, a =45°, kL=l.l,
f =3.7 GHz, n/nc=2

with t the transmittance of the array and Pn the power in the different diffraction order.

For a single layer of strips, the coupling efficiency T., is 0.24 for optimum conditions of size of
strip ka, distance between strips kd=2.6, and incident angle of 45° and a plasma density of 2
times the electron cutoff density in the case of a step of density. These results have been
compared with previous ones with success (figure 2) [2].

When the angle of incidence is changed from ± 5° around 45° the coupling efficiency changes
from 0.08 to 0.12 for a case where the distance of the array to the plasma is kL=1.2 (kd=2.9,
ka=0.8, nQ/nc=2, step of density).

There is a decrease of the efficiency when the density gradient increases. T., changes from
0.112 to 0.088 when the electron density gradient changes from lO'^m"4 to W^cm4 (figure 3).

Due to these very low coupling efficiency, the use of 2 rods array in this case to decrease the
reflection coefficient leads to high increase of the electric field.

2-2-b) from CMAP (Ecole Poly'technique)

Different cases have been studied at the CMAP [3]:

The Frascati case with one or two layers (figure 4). The array near the plasma is made of 2
stacked cylinders. A step of density or a density gradient have been considered. Different
meshs have been considered with different size given in the following table
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Fig. 4 Geometry used for CMAP simulations of the Frascati structures (sizes are in mm)

mesh

gdO

gd2

gd4

gd6

gd8

Dl(mm)

7.39

6.26

5.53

4.97

4.53

h(mm)

11.18

12.39

13.10

13.43

13.70

The concept from Preinhaelter where rods are rectangular with one or two arrays. A step
and an electron density gradient have been taken into account (figure 5). Different sizes have
also been considered:

a

i

u

! '3

n

2.

n

4.

r
1.8

_.——

1.2 mm

mm

•

0.5/cm

a

a

= 23°

= 34.8°

Fig. 5 Geometry used for CMAP simulations of the IPP-Prague QOG (sizes are in mm)
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mesh

cl

c2

c3

c4

c5

a (mm)

15.6

15.6

15.6

15.

15.

12 (mm)

7.

1.

1.

13 (mm)

20.8

10.5

15.

14 (mm)

21.18

21.20

18.75

18.75

18.75

d3 (mm)

13.2

7.6

7.5

d5 (mm)

9.6

9.6

9.6

10.

10.

Cases from CMAP made of two arrays: the first one near the plasma has a similar
rectangular shape with rounded corners and a corrugation near the plasma and the array
behind is made of cylinders. Two main different cases derived from Prague ones have been
considered: qrwp and mxlq (figure 6, 7). The differences between these cases is the
shape of the layer in front of the plasma.

r=1.4
T-= 1.32
0=85.7°

10

Coordonneej des points :
1: (3.86,-1.40)
2: (3.86,-6.95)
3: (3.36.-8.62)
4: (1.77,-11.00)
5: (1.27.-12.86)
6: (1.60,-17.72) tcheqqrwp
7: (3.60,-19.59)
8: (12.02,-19.59)
9: (14.02,-17.4-4)
10: (12.72,-1.22)
11: (11.40,0.00)
12: (10.27,-0.58)
13: (8.81,-2.59)
14: (7.05,-2.32)
15: (6.58,-0.95)
16: (2.00,-28.60)
17: (5.50.-28.6O)
18: (9.00,-28.60)
19: (12.50,-28.60)

Rayon dw cercles de la couche inferieure : 1.2 mm
Distance entre lea couches : D = 8.41 mm
Pas du rejeau : a=15 mm

Fig. 6 Configuration of a shaped element of a QOG (sizes are in mm)
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r=0.4
,0=59.2° r=0.8

tcheqmxlq

Coordonn^es des points :
1: (2.00,-0.40)
2: (2.00,-6.00)
3: (1.00,-11.00)
4: (2.00,-15.00)
5: (2.00,-17.75)
6: (3.00,-18-75)
7: (12.36,-18.75)
8: (13.35,-17.62)
9: (11.10,-0.73)
10: (9.92,-0.14)
11: (4.70,-3.00)
12: (3.03-0.20)
13: (2.69,0.00)
14: (2.40,0.00)
15: (2.00,-32.10)
16: (5.50,-32.10)
17: (9.00,-32.10)
18: (12.50,-32.10)

Rayon des cercles de la couche inferieure : 1.2 mm
Distance entre les couches : D=12.15 mm
Pas du reseau : a=15 mm

Fig. 7 Configuration as fig; 6 with less rounded corners

For Frascati cases, the optimum distances Dl are the ones which are separated from >Jcosa.
The different computations have been made with a magnetic field of 4 T, an angle of incidence
of 25 degrees at a frequency of 8 GHz. For the previously defined cases the reflection
coefficient Ro, the coupling coefficient T_, and the directivity have been computed. The
directivity is given by the following relation

The case gdO is with a step of density, the others are with a gradient. For all the different cases
the reflection is very sensitive to the distance between the grill and the plasma (figure 8). On
figure 9 the effect of the angle of incidence is studied for case gd6 with a step of electron
density. For each value of vacuum thickness there is an optimum of angle of incidence for the
coupling coefficient T_, which corresponds to the smallest value of reflection coefficient in the
n=0 order. On figure 10 it is shown that the directivity increases with the distance between the
grill and the plasma. The filtering of other order than the n = -1 by the vacuum thickness is
efficient. But the improvement is paid through the increase of the reflection coefficient.
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FRASCATI CASE

a) b)

S «

L (mm) L (mm)

c) d)

0 1 2 3

L (mm)

e)

L(mm)

Fig. 8 Dependence of directivity, reflection (R) and transmionn T., on the grill to plasma distance L, for the
Frascati case at 8 GHz with n/nc =2, a -25°and for: a) gdO (only a density step), D-739 mm h =11.18 mm;
b) gd2, gradient of the plasma one=2mm D-6.26 mm h -12.39 mm ;,c) gd4, gradient of the plasma on
e=4mmD-5.53 mm h =13.1 mm; d) gd6, gradient of the plasma on e=6mm D=4.97 mm h =13.43 mm; e)
gd8, gradient of the plasma on e=8mmD=4.53 mm h =13.7 mm
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For Prague cases the previous parameters have been computed for the different considered
cases and also the ratio of the maximum amplitude of the total electric field divided by the
amplitude of the incident one. The results are the following

mesh

cl

c2

c3

c4

c5

n/nc

2

2

2

4

4

T,

0.220

0.022

0.615

0.674

0.600

Ro
0.692

0.969

0.137

0.004

0.113

directivity

0.724

0.723

0.724

0.712

0.712

IEJ/IE.J
4.2

2.2

6.0

5.1

5.0

It is shown that the case with the low reflection coefficient RQ when n/nc = 2, is the one with the
highest increase of electric field and the contrary is also true. The two arrays therefore really
help to tune the reflection coefficient of the n=0 order of diffraction but at the expense of high
overvoltage. The optimum distance I4 is the one for which kl4 = n.

On figure 11 the behavior of the coupling coefficient T., and of the reflection coefficient Ro is
given depending on the vacuum thickness L.

For the cases designed by CMAP, results are given on figure 12, 13. For the qrwp geometry,
the maximum value of T., is higher with n / nc = 2 than with n / nc = 4 . But the dependency on
the vacuum distance between the grill and the plasma is smoother for the considered angle of
incidence (from 26 to 34 degrees) in the second case.

The influence of the distance D between the 2 arrays is higher for the n/nc=4 case (figure 13) at
the optimum vacuum thickness.

For the mxlq case the influence of the distance D is to smooth the variation of the coupling
coefficient T.) with the vacuum distance (figure 14). Near the best position the variation of
coupling coefficient T_, is sharper than far from this position. The influence of the ratio n/nc is
also the same than for the previous case. The effect of the angle of incidence is small in the
range 26 to 34 degrees when the distance between the grill and the plasma is smaller than 2 mm
( figure 15).

For these different cases, the maximum coupling efficiency T.lmax is given in CMAP [4] report
Table I. To reach a coupling efficiency better than 70% it is shown that it is necessary to
consider two arrays. The effect of 3 main parameters on this coefficient has been studied :

- the effect of the distance between the 2 arrays D. For qrwp case the T.lmax changes only
from 0.8 to 0.77 when the distance changes from 11 to 8 mm for n/nc = 2,

the maximum allowable change of incident angle for a decrease from T.Imax to 0.8 T.lmax is 8
degrees for mxlq and qrwp case,

- with the same criteria, the allowable change of vacuum depth L is between 1 and 2.5 mm on
CMAP case,
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FRASCATI CASE
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Fig. 9 (a) Transmission coefficient T_, and (b) reflection R versus the angle a (at different values
kL)for gd6 and D=4.97 mm h =13.43 mm

the effect of the density gradient for a case with the geometry from Frascati is given on
figure 16. The coupling is better when the gradient is larger. It seems contradictory with the
behavior found with the strip, but in the first case it is a gradient followed by a plateau, in
the other it is a step followed by a gradient.
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PRAGUE CASE

13=9 nun
13=12 mm
13=15 mm
13=16 mm
13=18 mm
13=20 mm
13=27 mm
monocouche

1 -

13=9 mm
13=12 mm
13=15 mm
13=16 mm
13=18 mm
13=20 mm
13=27 mm
monocouche

Fig. II For the Prague case and a single layer, (a) the transmission T_,, and (b) Reflection R
are plotted versus L (for different values of l}) and for a= 15 mm, I2=lmm, 14=I8.75 mm
d}=7.5 mm and ds—l0 mm
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Fig. 12 For the CMAP case tcheqqrwp, transmission coefficient T_, plotted versus L (for different
values of a) for a=15 mm, f= 8GHz, B,,=4Tandfor n/nc=2 in (a) and -4 in (b)
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Fig. 14 For the CMP case tcheqmxlq, transmission T., is plotted versus L (for different value
of D) and n/nc=2 in (a) and =4 in (b)
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Fig. 15 The same as Fig. 14 but for different value of a, and for n/nc=2 in (a) and =4 in (b)
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-Delta L (20%), [mm]
R(0)

3 4 5

Length of linear transition from 0 to 2nc

Fig. 16 The case of QOG-Frascati with n/nc=2. The dependence on the density gradient is
shown for the transmission T.h reflection R and AL (in mm)= distance where T., is 80% of its
maximum

An overvoltage is occuring between the two arrays used to decrease the reflected power. The
maximum overvoltage factor defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the maximum total electric
field to the amplitude of the incident wave can be as high as 8.

3. CONCLUSION

The quasi optical grill concept has the following advantages:

it is easy to water cooled,

it would allow a simple variation of the Nf/ by a change of the angle alpha.

it works with a rod array far from the plasma in a place where the thermal flux is small,

it seems also easy to realize,
- Due to the fact that the other diffraction orders are filtered by the vacuum depth between the

plasma and the radiating array, the power in the peaks with a high N,, value in the radiated
spectrum must be small, and therefore it is a good candidate to solve the problem of the
acceleration of electrons in the near field of the antenna,

the shape of the array in front of the plasma can be optimized for erosion problem.

The previous works have shown that the behavior of this type of antenna is sensitive to :
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the variation of angle of incidence : a change of 8 degree is sufficient to decrease the
coupling T_, from a factor 0.8, therefore the flexibility of N,, is small,

- the vacuum thickness must be controlled between 1 to 3 mm with an accuracy of 1 mm.

- the distance between the 2 layers must be controlled with an accuracy of 1 mm,

the necessity to use 2 arrays implies an increase of the total electric field from a factor 3.8 to
15 (compared to 2 for classical multijunction,

- the study of 'exotic' shape confirms the sensitivity of the concept to the dimensions and the
shapes of the gratings.

- the sensitivity to the thickness of the second array and the weakness of the width make the
cooling of these parts not so easy.

Other questions must be answered:

the plane wave must be excited. It has been proposed to use gaussian beams, and to place
the grating in the waist of the beam. To radiate on a large array, oversized corrugated
waveguide must be developped. And also the network and the mode converter to feed this
large waveguide must be studied,

- Due to the reflections, circulating power exists which can lead to resonance phenomena
which can destroy,

poloidal and toroidal shape of the plasma implies that the shape of the gratings is not a plane
but a spherical one. Therefore a cylindrical wave must be excited instead of a plane one,

a part of the power is travelling between the 2 arrays in the parallel direction (-20 % of the
total power). There is therefore a side effect problem,

The poloidal height of the rods is supposed to be larger than the wavelength. The electron
density is supposed constant in the vertical direction in the different models. The amplitude
of the total electric field in the vertical direction can be spoiled by anisotropy of electron
density in the poloidal direction,
It is hard to diagnose the behavior of the grill in real size. The only measure is the current
drive efficiency, but the electric field inside the grill, and the reflection will be unknown.

On large machine like ITER, the idea is to put the antenna flush to the wall. That means that
the last closed magnetic surface (LCMS) is at 15 cm from the antenna. Then there are 2
contrary goals :

- to keep a vacuum thickness in front of the grill,

to create a plasma to fill the gap to the LCMS.
- An experiment needs to have the characteristic length larger than the wavelength to satisfy

the hypothesis of quasi-optical. It must be done on a large machine and is therefore more
expensive
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Appendix 3
Report P

QOG Assessment - Prague
Quasi -optical grill mounted in hyperguide

J. Preinhaelter
Institute of Plasma Physics, Czech Academy of Sciences,

18211 Prague, Czech Republic

The quasi-optical launcher (QOG) for lower hybrid waves was originally presented as
an infinite set of circular rods placed in a free space in front of a plasma, irradiated
obliquely by a properly polarized plane wave. We designed improved version of
quasi-optical grill which overcome drawbacks of original proposal, i.e. the very low
efficiency of rods with the circular cross-section, the requirement of irradiation of
rods by plane wave, the need to take into account the metallic walls of tokamak
ports and to solve in proper way an absorption of the reflected power.

Figure 1: Orthographic projection of 16 rod quasi-optical grill for Tore Supra op-
erating on 3.7GHz. In the lower part of figure the section through the equatorial
plane perpendicular to rods is shown.

We proposed a new type of quasi-optical grill which is mounted into the hyper-
guide and developed theory of coupling of this structure to the plasma [1]. The
robust rods with the resonant rectangular cross-section (the side in the radial di-
rection is a half of the vacuum wavelength or its integer multiplies) assure high
efficiency. The gaps between rods form a set of tuned open resonators and the
structure resembles a multijunction grill with a zero build-in phase shift. By adding
of the second row of rods we can lower the power reflection coefficient to 3-4%. The
rod are irradiated by higher LSEin mode (combination of standard TEln and TM l n

modes with a zero poloidal component of the electric field) emerging from auxiliary
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Figure 2: a) Contour map of the ^-component of the incident electric field of
the LSE14 mode in the auxiliary hyperguide and the field in the main hyperguide
diffracted by 16 rods in its mouth at t = 0. We see formation of a plane wave (the
angle of incidence 6 — 43°) from the incident LSE mode.
b) Surface map of the amplitude of the y-component of magnetic field of wave in
this structure. Standing waves in gaps between rods are seen.
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hyperguide. All structure is emerged in the main hyperguide so it electrically iso-
lated from walls of port. The second auxiliary hyperguide serves for absorption of
reflected power (we shown that the main part of the reflected power is redirected
to this hyperguide). We also designed waveguide structure needed to excite higher
LSEin modes. It consist from several power splitters which divide power to a set of
standard one mode waveguides (n + 1 waveguide is needed to excite LSEin mode)
transmitting TEi0 modes, these are poloidally flared in several meter long horn-like
sections to reach the height of rod. At the junction of these very high waveguides,
which are fed in antiphase, with the active auxiliary hyperguide the higher LSE
mode is excited. Such a structure has a power reflection coefficient bellow 1% and
a 99% modal purity. Fig. 1 shows orthographic projection of the structure designed
for Tore Supra [2].

In the theoretical description of quasi-optical grill we use a complete modal
expansion of electromagnetic fields in the grill main hyperguide for both one row
and two rows structures so we are able to determine maximum electric field in the
grill (see Fig. 2). This quantity is important for an estimate of the maximum power
transmitted through the structure.

The code for the complete modal expansion of fields in the structure cavity is
rather slow. During optimization we must determine about 10 parameters (i.e. we
must find an optimum in 10 dimensional space) so we developed a code for coupling
of infinite structures - infinite number of rods with the rectangular cross-section
arranged in one or two rows in a free space in front of a plane-stratified plasma and
irradiated by an oblique plane wave [6]. An infinite quasi-optical grill has the spatial
spectrum composed of the discrete lines determined from Floquet's theorem

N = vinc H s = o ±1 ±2 m
iv*,s — ̂ z + , period' S — U , i l , a z Z , . . . îj

^V-ZQOG

where N'z
nc = k™c /kv = sin# and 6 is the angle of incidence of a vacuum wave on

the rods in the (x,z)-plane (The rods are parallel to the y-axis, while the toroidal
magnetic field is in the z-direction). The periodicity length ZQQG *S the s u m °f
the gap between rods and the rod diameter. The zero diffraction order does not
contribute to the spectrum of waves in a plasma (since | Nfc ]< 1) and thus the
most important are the orders s = — 1 and 5 = 1. The main peak is s = — 1 so the
structure radiates in opposite toroidal direction than the incident wave.

The code for the infinite quasi-optical grill coupling is a many order faster than
the the modal expansion in cavity code and can be used for optimization of pa-
rameters as the shape of the rod cross-section, the width of gap between rods, the
distance between the grill and the plasma and the distance between rows of rods for
two row systems. The last problem is very interesting because in literature there
was a discrepancy between the value stated by M.I. Petelin and F. Santini who gave
for inter-layer distance a value Xv/(2cos(9) (Fabry-Perot), and our value for the
same quantity - {\v/2) cos(6) (Bragg). WTith the help of the infinite grill theory we
found that the systems having two rows of rods with non-resonant cross-section are
prone to exhibit an optimum Fabry-Perot inter-layer distance (see Fig. 3b). Such
system are very sensitive to precise adjustment of this distance (0.1mm is crucial),



Figure 3: Weighted directivity for two row infinite grill for working frequency 8 GHz
and nsurface/ncrit — 2. a) resonant rods (main row 0.5x0.267, auxiliary row 0.5x0.2,
in Kacuum units, 9 = 35° and Nz>-i=-1.92) b) rectangularized version of Tore Supra
group proposal (main row 0.565x0.256, auxiliary row 0.187x0.352), 8 = 25° and
A'2j_i=-1.98

the maximum electric field between rods is more than 10-times higher than the field
of incident wave and when we consider properly boundary walls these optima usu-
ally disappear (for our model of the rod cross-section). On other side the systems
with rods of resonant cross-section display an optimum inter-layer distance falling
under Bragg relation (see Fig. 3a). Such a optimum is rather insensitive to precise
adjustment, the maximum electric field is comparable to one row case (usually only
3-times higher than the incident field) and the optimum is fully confirmed by the
3D cavity full wave solution.

Quasi-optical grills cannot be used for the large wavelength shortening of the
incident wave. We demonstrated this fact with help of the infinite grill code (see
Fig. 4). For JVjj > 2 the directivity is higher only if the gap between rods is very
small and thus the electric field between rods is unacceptable high [7].

All preceeding codes were used for optimizing many preliminary proposal of
quasi-optical grills. We mentioned here one row of 16 rods proposal for 3.7GHz
for Tore Supra. For the same tokamak we also proposed the two rows structure
having 31 rods with resonant cross-section in a row and operating on 8GHz (see
Fig. 5) [2]. The grill has very small power reflection coefficient (4%) and the main
peak (see Fig. 6) contains about 70% of coupled power (the weighted directivity
reaches 51%) [2]. Rods of both rows has resonant length of cross-section equal to
Xvac/2 = 1.875cm. The width of main row rods is lcm and the gap between them is
0.5cm. The rods of the auxiliary row are narrower (0.75cm) so that the gap between
them is same as their width. The distance between rows fulfills Bragg relation, i.e.



Figure 4: Weighted directivity for one row infinite grill for 8 = 30°, nsurface/ncrit = 6
and xpiasma/Xvacuurn = 0.03. In empty area the gap between rods would be negative

L = (Ao/2) cos# ~ 1.5 cm. where 9 = 34.8° is an angle of incidence of plane wave
produced by the incident LSE17 mode.

In cooperation with B. Coppi we designed optimized twin structure for Ignitor
having 10 rods each which fits well into very narrow (toroidally) and, at the same
time, very high ports of Ignitor tokamak. The structure operates on 8 GHz and the
main peak in the spatial spectrum iVy = —2 [7].

Main effort was spent on the design of quasi-optical grill for TdeV tokamak,
which is well suited for an eventual proof of principle experiment. From the APS
conference in 1996, where we were contacted by A. Cote and Y. Demers, to the
present, we prepared several proposals of this structure [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Main
problem of design was connected with a low toroidal magnetic field of TdeV tokamak
combined with its relatively high central densit)', which set the accessibility limits
to iVy = 2.7. Such a value is unacceptable for the main peak of spatial power
spectrum of quasi-optical grill, because the efficiency of the structure would be very
low. Numerical simulation done by V. Fuchs showed that 150kA of driven current
could be generated by the injection of 650kW of rf power (f=3.7GHz, iVj|=2) into the
upgraded version of TdeV with Bt=2T [9]. So, as a final proposal of quasi-optical
grill we picked up the 8 rod structure (Fig. 6, 7b) irradiated by LSE12 (an equivalent
plane wave has the angle of incidence 9 = 44°) with the main peak in the power
spectra situated at N\\ = —2.03. The rods, bent poloidally and arranged radially
in the equatorial plane to fit the plasma surface, have a cross-section 4.05 x 2.35cm2

and gap 0.6cm) and are placed in the tapered main hyperguide 10x39.2x24.2cm3

(TdeV port available for LHCD experiment has toroidal width 28cm and poloidal
height 43cm) (see Figs. 6 and 7b). To ensure high directivity we propose special
moveable box-limiter [9] adjusting the density profile in front of grill (see Fig. 7a).



Figure 5: a) Equatorial section through optimized two-row quasi-optical grill for
Tore Supra working on 8 GHz. b) Spatial power spectrum of the grill from figure a).

Figure 6: Poloidal section through optimized TdeV 8 rod quasi-optical grill operating
at 3.7 GHz.



In collaboration with M. Irzak we adopt a generalized theory of waveguide an-
tenna coupling, which uses a plasma surface impedance matrix in the form:

Ey(xp) = ZnH,{xp) + Z12Hy{xp),
Ez{xP) = Z2lHz{xp) + Z22Hy{xp),

where xp is a position of the plasma surface [12]. To obtain the Z{^ matrix we solve,
by the finite element method, the full set of Maxwell equations for the electric field
components of waves in a cold plasma.

Figure 7: a) Details of density profiles near the grill mouth, b) Equatorial section
through 8 rod structure for TdeV.

From numerical results (see Fig. 8 of spatial 2D (Ny, Nz) power spectrum) follows
that whole spectrum is arranged along the Ny = 0 axis in a very narrow strip so the
influence of non-zero Ny is small. Also the level of higher m-modes for m=2,3,...,
which could be excited in these 3D solutions, is low and Ey at the grill mouth is
small. The global parameters (the power reflection coefficient and the weighted
current drive directivity) are not substantially different from the values determined
from the standard Brambilla theory using scalar plasma surface impedance.

The very important result forms a derivation of the scalar surface impedance
determined from the numerically computed impedance matrix

, •,r x Z12Z21 — Z\\Z22
PV^Z) - ~ Ny=0,N;

We have verified that for a broad class coupling problems, where slow waves are
predominantly excited and the Brambilla waveguide grill coupling theory can be
used, this scalar impedance gives a much better description of grill coupling, i.e.



Figure 8: 2D spatial power spectrum of 8 rod quasi-optical grill for TdeV.

Figure 9: Spatial power spectrum of 8 rod quasi-optical grill for TdeV tokamak.
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the results now incorporate such effects as arbitrary density profile, a magnetic field
profile, effects of slow-fast wave conversion for Nz below the accessibility limit etc.
The corresponding spatial power spectrum (see Fig. 9) (for the density profile given
in Fig. 7a) is very similar to the spectrum based on the analytic formula for the
surface impedance [9].

The power reflection coefficient Rtot=l4% and the ratio of the maximum electric
field between rods to the incident field in the auxiliary hyperguide E™** / E™cldent is
3.8 at the depth of box-Iimiter equal to 0.45cm. The weighted directivity of resulting
spectrum is rather low (-37% if we truncate the fast waves with Nparauei = ±1 ,
the coupled directivity is 67%) because the reflections from walls, finite width of
peaks and inhomogeneous irradiation of rods play dominant role in our rather small
structure. The structure is designed to be able to transmit full available power
(650kW), so the a maximum field between rods is lower than 5.7kV/cm.

Now we prepare proposal of a modular array of quasi-optic grills for ITER work-
ing at 5 GHZ. The precise determination of electric field in front of grill is very
important, because energetic electrons, which are accelerated here, could damage
the confinement vessel. The rounded rod corners diminish these field and we pre-
pare a code which includes the rounded shape of rod cross-section. We also want to
upgrade the code using the matrix plasma surface impedance to be able to handle
large structure. Many features from the quasi-optical grill theory could be also eas-
ily transferred to the theory of standard multijunction grills and to active -passive
variant of this structure.
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